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Abstract. In southern France, flash flood episodes fre-
quently cause fatalities and severe damage. In order to in-
form and warn populations, the French flood forecasting
service (SCHAPI,Service Central d’Hydroḿet́eorologie et
d’Appui à la Prévision des Inondations) initiated the BVNE
(Bassin Versant Nuḿerique Exṕerimental, or Experimental
Digital Basin) project in an effort to enhance flash flood
predictability. The target area for this study is theGardon
d’Anduzebasin, located in the heart of theCévennesrange.
In this Mediterranean mountainous setting, rainfall intensity
can be very high, resulting in flash flooding. Discharge and
rainfall gauges are often exposed to extreme weather condi-
tions, which undermines measurement accuracy and conti-
nuity. Moreover, the processes governing rainfall-discharge
relations are not well understood for these steeply-sloped
and heterogeneous basins. In this context of inadequate in-
formation on both the forcing variables and process knowl-
edge, neural networks are investigated due to their univer-
sal approximation and parsimony properties. We demonstrate
herein that thanks to a rigorous variable and complexity se-
lection, efficient forecasting of up to two-hour durations,
without requiring rainfall forecasting as input, can be derived
using the measured discharges available from a feedforward
model. In the case of discharge gauge malfunction, in de-
graded mode, forecasting may result using a recurrent neural
network model. We also observe that neural network mod-
els exhibit low sensitivity to uncertainty in rainfall measure-
ments since producing ensemble forecasting does not signif-
icantly affect forecasting quality. In providing good results,
this study suggests close consideration of our main purpose:
generating forecasting on ungauged basins.

1 Introduction

In Mediterranean regions, flash floods due to heavy rainfall
events frequently occur, causing a large number of fatalities
and costly damage. In the last few years, these episodes have
had serious consequences in southern France, including the
Gard Department, where in 2002 a total of 23 people died
with damage amounting toC1.2 billion (Gaume et al., 2009).
The cost associated with this type of episode can, in rural
areas, exceedC15 000 per resident (Vinet, 2008). More re-
cently, on 15 June 2010, the Var Department experienced ex-
treme flash flooding that caused 23 deaths (Rouzeau et al.,
2010).

Population growth, especially in these attractive areas, and
a sustainable land management policy imply the need to en-
hance prevention measures and early warning alerts transmit-
ted to authorities and local populations.

Fully aware of this issue, the French Flood Forecasting
Center (SCHAPI, Service Central d’Hydromét́eorologie et
d’Appui à la Pŕevision des Inondations) initiated in 2006
the Experimental Digital Basin project (BVNE, Bassin Ver-
sant Nuḿerique Exṕerimental) as a mean of improving flash
flood forecasting by providing input to the flood warning
map in the form of high-water alarm levels (known as “vigi-
crues”, www.vigicrues.gouv.fr), through the use of new mod-
els, which are more efficient than previous ones relative to
rapid hydrological responses.

The BVNE project is focused on the Cévennes range, lo-
cated in the southern part of France, and more precisely on
the Gardon d’Anduze basin (Fig. 1).

One of the main characteristics of the observed rain-
fall data during these flood events is their tremendous
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Fig. 1. Average annual cumulative rainfall (left); elevation and the
Gardon d’Anduze Basin shown in the red frame. The blue zone
indicates the Gardon de Mialet sub-basin (right) in the Cévennes
area.

heterogeneity in both time and in space. For example, during
the October 2008 event on the Gardon de Mialet Basin, rain-
fall reached a peak of 485 mm in Mialet over a 24-h period,
and 17 mm within the same duration in Barre-des-Cévennes,
a mere 15 km away. For this reason, reliable rainfall forecasts
are not currently available for such a small area at the time
scale considered useful (a few hours and a few kilometres).

The location and quantity of gauges do not, unfortunately,
yield sufficiently accurate observations on the targeted basin.
On the one hand, rain gauges require frequent maintenance
and are not always operable under extreme conditions, while
radar images do not provide sufficient accuracy in areas of
relief. On the other hand, discharge gauges may be damaged
or even destroyed by extreme floods, as was the case in An-
duze during the great flood of September 2002 and in the
Var Department (southern France) during June 2010. More-
over, these discharge gauges are not positioned at the outlet
of each risky basin, thus, leaving rivers or creeks ungauged
even though they may be hazardous in the event of flooding.

The human and economic issues related to flash floods
have prompted researchers to define a procedure for per-
forming discharge forecasts without having to rely on rain-
fall forecasts in poorly gauged or even ungauged basins. This
specific aim is the topic of the present research.

In this paper, we will begin in Sect. 2 by presenting the
Cévennes range and the basin chosen for this particular study,
i.e., the Gardon de Mialet basin. In addition, a summary of
previous studies on flash flood forecasting will be introduced,
concerning hydrological physical modelling as well as neu-
ral networks modelling. Section 3 will present the design
and optimisation of a feedforward model and of a recurrent
model. One will be assessed in providing forecasting when
discharge measurements are available (as state variable) and

the other will be tested on the same events when no discharge
value is available in operational use (degraded mode in the
case of a “poorly gauged basin”). Ensemble forecasting will
also be tested in order to determine the eventual level of im-
provement for the recurrent model. After presenting the set
of results, this paper will close with a discussion section and
conclusion.

2 Target area: introduction and previous research

2.1 Background on the Ćevennes Range

The Ćevennes Range extends from the Hérault to Ard̀eche
departments in a curved shape. Its distance to the Mediter-
ranean Sea varies from 50 km in the Hérault to more than
100 km in the Ard̀eche. The elevations of this range can be
as low as 100–200 m in the foothills area and rise to 1700 m,
e.g., on Mont-Loz̀ere crests. Most summits lie between ele-
vations of 500 and 1000 m. The transition between Langue-
doc plains and Ćevennes crests is very abrupt, thus, inducing
steep slopes capable of exceeding 30 % in spots.

Elevation strongly affects the climate of this mountain
range. Despite being dominated by Mediterranean influences
due to the proximity of the sea, elevation still plays an im-
portant role, especially relative to rainfall. This aspect is re-
sponsible for the high spatial variability (Fig. 1).

Moreover, as highlighted by Moussa et al. (2007), rainfall
is highly variable over time. On an annual basis, values can
vary by up to 100 %, while major events can be quite com-
mon during several months and then be completely absent
for a few years.

For the subject addressed in this paper, the most important
characteristic of local climate is the high frequency of heavy
rainfall events. The name of the range is synonymous with
Cévenol episodes that often roughly correspond with the end
of long summer droughts, intensified by high temperatures
observed on southern slopes in the range’s lower parts.

According to France’s weather agency (Mét́eo France,
2011), within a radius of 25 km around Saint-Jean-du-Gard
(located in the heart of the Gardon d’Anduze Basin), during
the period 1958–2010, over 200 mm in daily climatic events
(from 06:00 to 06:00 in UTC) occurred 53 times, i.e., once a
year on average. This figure is likely to be considerably less
than that of events over 200 mm measured over a 24-h sliding
period.

This weather pattern exerts a strong influence on local
hydrology. For example, the first rainfall event at the end
of summer may have fewer hydrological consequences than
subsequent events, which occur on wet soils. At the end of
a drought period, however, rivers and creeks may be totally
dry, whereas they can reach into the thousands of cubic me-
tres per second for the largest basins and 30 m3 s−1 km−2 for
the smallest ones (Gaume, 2002) for a rainfall event of suffi-
cient intensity.
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The local geology is dominated by crystalline rocks: gran-
ite over the upper part (Mont Aigoual, Mont Lozère, Mont
Tanargue), schist over the middle part, and limestone and
karst in spots over the lower part. These bedrocks, steep
slopes, frequent droughts and intense downpours give rise
to thin and rocky soils covered by sclerophyll vegetation
over the lower part, while in contrast hardwoods and conifers
cover the upper part.

2.2 The Gardon de Mialet basin

The Gardon de Mialet basin is representative of the Cévennes
territory; it measures 220 km2 and its elevation ranges from
147 m in Mialet to 1170 m, with steep slopes encountered
(36 % average slope). Its soils are rocky, whereas the substra-
tum is composed of 95 % mica-schists (Ayral, 2005). Land
use is homogeneous: 92 % of the basin is covered by nat-
ural landscapes (principally chestnut trees, conifers, mixed
forests and bush) (Ayral, 2005) whereas 8 % of the basin is
covered by rocks and urban areas.

Three rain gauges located in Barre-des-Cévennes (eleva-
tion 930 m), Mialet (elevation 147 m) and Saint-Roman-de-
Tousque (elevation 630 m) and one discharge gauge (in Mi-
alet, at the outlet) are available on the basin (Fig. 2).

The characteristics of this basin, which regularly expe-
riences very heavy localised rainfalls (at times exceeding
500 mm during just 24 h; to be compared with the 600-mm
average annual rainfall in Paris, France), generating rapid and
high-volume hydrological responses. The response and rise
times observed during flood events are very short, leaving
almost no reaction time to evacuate residents to shelters.

Snow accumulation on top of the Mialet basin rarely im-
pacts flash floods hydrology. The importance of snowmelt in
the hydrological system cannot be eliminated for an event oc-
curring during January or February. Nevertheless it appears
as highly improbable as warm air masses come from south-
east (Mediterranean Sea) during most of the events. This me-
teorological configuration strongly limits the risk of snow on
the summits of the basin. This influence can be considered as
negligible.

The hydrological regime of the basin is essentially rain-
fed. Consequently, very low discharges are observed in sum-
mer when droughts occur, whereas higher discharges are ob-
served following rainfalls in the other seasons, particularly in
autumn when the most intense rainfall episodes occur.

2.3 Flash flood forecasting

2.3.1 Physically based models

Flash floods are typically nonlinear phenomena. In order to
characterise such an intense rainfall-discharge relation, phys-
ical hydrological models consider many parameters such as
initial and constant soil moisture, soil thickness and slopes.

Fig. 2. Schematic topographic and hydrographic map of the
Gardon-de-Mialet basin, including gauge locations (elevations de-
rived from ASTER GDEM, a product of METII and NASA).

The majority of physical models have not been created for
this specific purpose; consequently, some authors have tried
to adapt them to flash floods of the Cévennes area, beginning
this effort by performing simulations (i.e., modelling the be-
haviour of the basin, without forecasts).

As an example, Tramblay et al. (2010) performed simu-
lations using the Soil Conservation Service Curve Number
model; they revealed the importance of initial soil moisture
condition, a parameter difficult to assess. Gaume (2002) used
a variant of this model to reconstruct past floods and im-
prove their understanding. TOPMODEL (Beven and Kirkby,
1979; Beven et al., 1995) is based on a distribution of to-
pographic parameters that impact the hydrological response.
Using TOPMODEL, Le-Lay and Saulnier (2007) showed
that the most influential variable to take into consideration
for flash flooding was the spatial distribution of rainfalls,
which underscores the issue of rainfall data quantity and
quality. Moussa et al. (2007) used MODSPA on the Gardon-
d’Anduze basin with a variable time step that allowed mod-
elling both long- and short-term processes. With its multi-site
calibration, MODSPA has yielded some interesting simula-
tions.

Borrell et al. (2005) used MARINE, a model based on spa-
tially distributed land characteristics (topography, land cover,
etc.). These authors also performed high-quality real-time
simulations, though these were not optimally suited for fore-
casting. In addition, MARINE is very sensitive to initialisa-
tion steps involving natural variables. These values are quite
difficult to obtain in real-time, for event-based forecasts;
hence, the initial soil moisture and values from piezometers
have been used (Coustau et al., 2011).

Marchandise (2007) assessed various types of rainfall-
discharge models on the Gardon d’Anduze basin. This author
concluded that in general, model parameters do not represent
very well the physical significance they were intended for. He
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also noted difficulties when taking into account soil moisture
and thickness as well as the model space and time variability.

Hydrological models have basically encountered two
types of issues. First, they are not easily able to cope with the
absence of rainfall forecasts. Second, initial conditions prove
very difficult to adjust in real-time use; moreover, obtaining
previous or real-time measurements of physical quantities in
precise locations does not necessarily guarantee the represen-
tativeness of conditions over the entire basin (Marchandise,
2007).

The problem of the unavailability of rainfall forecasts for
flash floods forecasting is pointed out from several years.
Coupling weather forecasts with hydrological forecasts pro-
vides thus a good alternative to the zero-rainfall hypothesis.
Some interesting results (more than 80 % of the peak dis-
charge nine days before the event) have been provided this
way on large basins producing slower floods than those stud-
ied herein (Bartholmes and Todini, 2005). In the case of flash
floods, the small size of the affected basins and the high rain-
fall intensities of localised convective cells do not allow for
precise forecasting even though studies show that benefits
would be obtained from such a process (Younis et al., 2008).
Dolciné et al. (2001) showed on the Gardon d’Anduze basin,
and for few (not very intense) events, that the basin operates
filtering on the rainfall signal significantly affecting sensi-
tivity to the rainfall forecasts. It was shown that quality of
rainfalls forecasts are not critical for very short discharge
lead time forecasts, whereas for greater lead-times, it could
be really efficient to use rainfall forecasts coupled to hydro-
logical forecasts. Such conclusions could be generalised to
smaller basin as the Mialet basin and to stronger events as
those addressed in the present study. More recently, Alfieri
et al. (2011) illustrated coupling meteorological and hydro-
logical modelling in the frame of the European Flood Alert
System (EFAS), as well on Gardon d’Anduze basin, and ex-
hausted the interest of such coupling for decision makers.

Concerning the use of RADAR data for rainfall estimation,
only a few years of data have been recorded for extracting
several events, though this would not be sufficient for ma-
chine learning. Raw RADAR information was not considered
to be reliable enough in mountainous regions, or in case of
localised rainfall (Sun et al., 2000), and would consequently
be calibrated with rain gauges. Hence, RADAR information
is continuously evolving; such rainfall information was, thus,
not calculated using a stationary process, preventing then to
capitalise on ancient events. Mét́eo France is, thus, currently
working on a project of reanalysis of raw RADAR informa-
tion in order to provide uniformly treated data for France
(Tabary et al., 2012) at sampling rate of one hour. Such more
reliable information would increase the ability of physically-
based models, but will necessitate treatments to be useful for
machine learning models, considering the very high number
of inputs provided by RADAR images.

2.3.2 Neural networks models

The issue regarding physically based models leads to many
paths of investigation, for which neural networks seem to of-
fer an interesting alternative paradigm. As “black-box” mod-
els, these networks do not presume any a priori behaviour,
given that the model construction is data-driven and the
parameters are devoid of physical significance. Thus, due
to both their universal approximation (Hornik et al., 1989)
and parsimony (Barron, 1993) properties, neural networks
have become increasingly prevalent in the field of hydrol-
ogy. Maier and Dandy (2000) provided an overview of neu-
ral networks use in hydrology and enhanced their applica-
tion through forecasting. Nevertheless, the excellent capabil-
ities that neural networks prove for training must be coun-
terbalanced by their ability to reliably generalise to unknown
dataset. This trap is well known in machine learning and was
formalised as the bias-variance tradeoff (Geman et al., 1992).

To better cope with the bias variance tradeoff, regulari-
sation methods must be used. For this purpose Coulibaly et
al. (2000) used early stopping (Sjöberg and Ljung, 1992) and
Sudheer et al. (2002) used cross-validation (Stone, 1974).
Several studies, however, show a performance assessment
not based on an independent dataset, which could be the
cause of result quality overestimation. Corzo and Soloma-
tine (2007) sought to optimize neural networks models for
the purpose of flood forecasting. They relied upon modu-
lar modelling, which allows enhancing forecasting and better
represents the processes of a complex natural system. Pereira
Filho and Dos Santos (2006) modelled a highly urbanised
basin using neural networks, assisted by data derived from
remote sensing. Strong sensitivity to both data quality and
the number of events in the training set can be observed, with
the tremendous capability of this model to be run without
process-related certainties being highlighted.

Concerning flash floods, Sahoo et al. (2006) proceeded
with flood and water quality forecasting on very small basins.
These authors did not use regularisation methods and ob-
tained high quality results, which was likely due to the ab-
sence of approximations on hydrometeorological measure-
ments (on a very small basin). Without resorting to regu-
larisation methods, Piotrowski et al. (2006) obtained a low-
quality generalisation for the selected test set. To solve the
problem of generalisation with respect to intense events,
Schmitz and Cullmann (2008) used the most intense event
in the training set.

Toukourou et al. (2009) applied neural networks to the
Gardon d’Anduze basin, Kong A Siou et al. (2012) to the
Lez basin, and both showed that early stopping was provid-
ing more parsimonious and more reliable models than weight
decay method. As well on the Gardon basin Toukourou et
al. (2011) proposed an adaptation of the cross validation to
specialise the model on intense events. So-called partial cross
validation showed that feedforward models were able to fore-
cast reliably water level up to the response time of the basin,
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thereby providing a useful tool for population warning pur-
poses.

It is worth noting that, the feedforward multilayer percep-
tron, used in the previous cited studies, is fed by rainfall
and previous observed discharge (or water level) acting as
state variable and playing the role of data assimilation. It is
currently considered as the best neural predictor in the field
of hydrology. Nevertheless, this attractive quality has limi-
tations in real time forecasting, which is the purpose of the
present paper, because real time data transmissions can be
disturbed during the rain event, or instrumentation deleted,
as it occurred in Gardon d’Anduze basin during the event
of September 2002. Discharge measurements can, thus, no
longer be available in real time conditions. For this reason
it is necessary to focus studies on a model able to provide
reliable forecasts without information about previous dis-
charges. This situation is often referred as poorly gauged sit-
uation in the literature and has the prospective interest to be
transferred to really ungauged basins. Investigate the ability
to perform discharge forecasts without previous discharges
observation is, thus, the aim of this study.

3 Flash flood forecasting on the Gardon de Mialet basin

3.1 Available dataset

The SCHAPI provided 17 yr (from 1992 to 2008) of rainfall
and discharge data generated from the discharge gauge and
the three rain gauges on the Mialet Basin.

Since the purpose of this study is flood-oriented, we have
selected a set of flood events within the database in order
to focus the model on flood behaviour. Such a selection of
events was based on rainfall so as to capture all types of be-
haviours, including events occurring at the end of summer
when soils are dry and no discharge response to rainfall is
observed and those occurring when the response is signifi-
cant. The rainfall detection threshold was chosen at 100 mm
during a 48-h sliding period for at least one of the three
rain gauges. This value is not particularly high and typically
induces a low hydrological response possible: finding low-
intensity events to run statistical learning might prove to be
very important in describing the wide variety of behaviour.
This extraction method provided us with 58 complete and
reliable rainfall/discharge events, without missing gaps.

The majority of selected events had occurred during the
autumn (September, October and November accounting for
52 % of all events). Spring and winter were also well repre-
sented, whereas only one event occurred during summer (end
of August). This distribution is very typical of a Mediter-
ranean climate and can be found on almost all basins affected
by flash floods in the Ćevennes region.

Event durations range from 26 to 143 h and are equally dis-
tributed between three categories: less than 48 h, 48 to 71 h,
and greater than 72 h. The beginning of an event is defined

Fig. 3. Distribution of average cumulative rainfall (ACR) in events
extracted from the database vs. 50-mm class.

when the first drop reaches one of the rain gauges and we
consider that the end happens once the significant part of the
hydrological response is complete.

In order to characterise the database, the average cumula-
tive rainfall (ACR) was calculated for each event making a
simple average of the cumulative rainfalls of the three rain
gauges, without using elevation or location weighting. As
each event is particular, it is difficult to state that one calcu-
lation method would be more reliable than the others. Con-
sequently, in order to avoid adding another bias to data, the
authors considered a simple average, without any hypothesis
about rainfall episodes average structures.

The ACR varied from 44 to 462 mm during the selected
events. Most events lie in the 100 to 200-mm range (Fig. 3).
It can be noticed that ACR can be lower than the threshold
of events selection (100 mm on at least one of the three rain
gauges) because of the spatial heterogeneousness of rainfalls.

Even on this small basin, as indicated in Sect. 1, rain-
fall heterogeneity can be very significant. On the three rain
gauges, the mean standard deviation of cumulative rainfall
per event equals 33 % of the average cumulative rainfall and
for some events can exceed 100 %. It would be easy to imag-
ine even higher values when considering hourly rainfall, in-
sofar as the average annual cumulative rainfall presented in
Fig. 1 already shows great heterogeneity.

The hourly rainfall rate was also studied and results re-
veal a tendency favouring lower intensities in Barre-des-
Cévennes and higher intensities in Mialet and Saint-Roman-
de-Tousque. This observation is consistent with the calcula-
tions in Ceresetti (2011) concerning the probability of occur-
rence of extreme rainfall intensities, which increases when
receding from areas of relief in the Cévennes region.
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Fig. 4. Distribution of specific discharges in events extracted from
the database vs. class.

Among these 58 events, roughly one-fourth can be qual-
ified as intense events, i.e., in our opinion, the specific dis-
charge reaches at least 1 m3 s−1 km−2 (Fig. 4). The ultimate
purpose of this study is focused on intense events, which are
known to be the most hazardous for personal injury and the
most destructive for infrastructure (MEDDTL, 2011). Nev-
ertheless, the database must include both types of events (in-
tense and non-intense) in order to effectively assess the capa-
bility to avoid false warnings.

In order to compare the rainfall and runoff volumes, the
runoff coefficient was calculated for each event (Fig. 5). It
can be noticed that an inherent inaccuracy exists in this cal-
culus due to the arbitrary choice of the end of the event.

Runoff coefficients are often quite low suggesting that de-
layed runoff is important in the hydrological behaviour of the
basin. Autumn marks an increase of runoff coefficient while
soils are getting wetter. In November, the average coefficient
reaches 45 % on average and stays high throughout winter
and spring. Nearly no event is available in summer but the
only event in August and the events of September suggest
that the runoff coefficient is very low during this period. This
is consistent with the climatic observations for summer pe-
riod (droughts and high temperatures).

It is worth noting that the signals recorded during flash
floods contain a large proportion of noise and inaccuracy.
Rainfall is measured by rain gauges, which represent the
most accurate sensors currently available, yet the accuracy
is estimated at roughly 10 % or 20 % (Marchandise, 2007).
These signals, however, do provide local information, given
that rainfall heterogeneity plays a major role in flash floods.
To obtain a more representative depiction, radar acquisitions
of rainfall with a 1-km2 definition have been undertaken
since 2002, though the number of flood events monitored
within the basin under investigation was still too small to al-
low for reliable use in a machine learning approach.

The sampling period for discharge during flood events
contained in the database was 1 h before 2002 and 5 min
since 2002. In the present work, a 30-min sampling period

Fig. 5.Average runoff coefficient per month (number of events used
to calculate the average is indicated inside bars).

was chosen, which is appropriate considering both the or-
ganisational constraints of SCHAPI and this kind of basin re-
sponse time. For events occurring prior to 2002, re-sampling
was performed by means of linear interpolation, which ob-
viously does not provide the missing information, but still
allows managing events without differentiation.

3.2 Requirements

As previously presented in Sect. 2.3, flash floods occur on
small basin having a few hours response time. Rainfall fore-
casts are not actually available at so small scale of time.
Faced with this major drawback, numerous works focused on
rainfall forecasting, ensemble forecasting or consequences
on discharge forecasting of such lack of information. In the
present study, a different option was chosen which consists in
considering that discharge forecasts must be carried out with-
out any information about future rainfalls. Accordingly, no
hypothesis like null rainfall, or constant rainfall would be as-
sumed. The maximum forecasting lead time would, thus, be
the concentration time of the basin. Considering that: (i) Dol-
ciné et al. (2001) estimated the response time of the Gardon
d’Anduze was around 3 h, (ii) Toukourou et al. (2011) stud-
ied forecasting on Gardon d’Anduze basin with the same
kind of approach as the present paper and lead times up to
5 h, (iii) the Gardon d’Anduze and Gardon de Mialet basins
are nested, the first one (the larger) being more complex in
terms of geology, land uses, slopes and hydrographic net-
work, the second one (the smaller) having a shorter response
time, thus, it would be adequate to study forecasting up to 2 h
ahead without any hypothesis about future rainfall.

As the sampling period is 30-min, the experiments were
conducted for forecast lead times fromk + 1 to k + 4 (ex-
tending from 30 min to 2 h) and tested on four major events
described in Sect. 3.4.3.
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3.3 Performance assessment

In order to assess the quality of the resultant forecasting, sev-
eral methods have been developed.

3.3.1 Level of vigilance

The Vigicrues map displayed on thewww.vigicrues.gouv.fr
site offers four watch levels:

– Green: no specific vigilance required.

– Yellow: risk of flood or rapidly rising water level,
though not causing any significant damage and only re-
quiring special vigilance for exposed activities.

– Orange: a flood causing significant overflows likely to
exert a major impact on community life, property and
personal safety.

– Red: major flood risk. Direct and general threat to prop-
erty and personal safety.

For each area covered by the SCHAPI service, a Flood Infor-
mation Rule is published. The Cevennes Range is monitored
by the Grand Delta flood forecasting service; its Flood In-
formation Rule (Pŕefecture du Gard, 2010) provides approx-
imate discharge values for the various levels of vigilance in
each basin (Table 4). This information will help us in assess-
ing the relevance of forecasts with respect to practice of the
local flood forecasting service.

The model performance will be assessed with respect to its
ability to indicate to the forecaster the appropriate maximum
level within the range of the forecast lead time.

However, the decision to broadcast a level of vigilance is
made not only by monitoring the predicted discharge. Fore-
casters must also identify local issues that can be correlated
with a specific period during the year (e.g., campsite filling
rate, popular events), thus, allowing them to modulate their
decision criteria. In summary, the information provided by
the level of vigilance forecasting will not be adequately thor-
ough, prompting us to introduce other criteria that measure
efficiency while evolving continuously.

3.3.2 Nash and the persistence criteria

The Nash criterion (Nash and Sutcliffe, 1970) is often used in
the field of hydrology; it corresponds to theR2 determination
coefficient, i.e.:

R2
= 1−

n∑
k=1

(s
p
k − sk)

2

n∑
k=1

(s
p
k − sp)2

where:

– s
p
k is the observed value at timek

– sk is the simulated value at timek

– n is the number of observed couples/simulated values
targeted by the simulation

– sp is the average observed value on then-sized sample.

This criterion must be close to one, which means that the
predicted discharge is close to the observed discharge. A 0
value represents an average discharge equivalent forecasting,
whereas a negative value indicates that the forecasting pro-
vided is even worse than the simple average of the observed
value during the event. Generally speaking, for flash floods
purposes, a Nash criterion value greater than 0.8 is consid-
ered satisfactory. However, especially when using a feedfor-
ward model, a risk for the model to provide a naive fore-
casting (when the model provides the same value at the fore-
cast lead time as the one observed at the instant of forecast-
ing) exists. That kind of result generally induces, for short
lead times, a good value of the Nash criterion, whereas the
model does not bring any information. In order to assess the
forecasting provided compared to the naive forecasting, the
persistence criterion (Kitadinis and Bras, 1980) has been de-
fined:

Cp = 1−

n∑
k=1

(s
p
k+l − sk+l)

2

n∑
k=1

(s
p
k+l − s

p
k )2

where:

– l is the forecast lead time,

– the other forms are similar to Nash criterion ones.

This criterion must be close to one too. A 0 value represents
the score of the naive forecasting and a negative value means
that the forecasting is even worse than the naive forecasting.

Since the quality of the peak discharge forecasting proves
most important in terms of safety, other criteria more sensi-
tive to this quality have been added.

3.3.3 Peak discharge

In addition to the Nash and persistence criteria, we intro-
duced complementary indicators focusing on the quality of
peak forecasting:

– The percentage of peak discharge (PPD): this ratio com-
pares the estimated and observed maximum peak dis-
charges and is expressed as follows:

PPD=
smax

s
p
m

where:

smax is the estimated peak discharge ands
p
m the observed

peak discharge.
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– The synchronous percentage of the peak discharge
(SPPD): this ratio compares the estimated discharge and
observed discharge at the time of the observed peak dis-
charge; it can be written as:

SPPD=
sm

s
p
m

where:

sm is the estimated discharge at the time of observed
peak discharge andsp

m the observed peak discharge.

– Lag: this value indicates the time delay between ob-
served and measured peak discharges. It is expressed in
step times, which for this study is in half-hour intervals.
If this value is positive, then the forecasting is late; on
the other hand, if it is negative, the forecasting is early.

Ultimately, it is easily understood that the SPPD criterion is
the most critical in terms of safety. The other indicators, how-
ever, ensure that the global information on performance is as
complete and accurate as possible.

3.4 Neural network model design

3.4.1 Generic architecture

As often shown in literature, the standard multilayer percep-
tron seems to be the best candidate to provide flash flood
forecasting. Nevertheless it was pointed out that such a model
requires previous discharge information, which can be un-
available in a real-time situation. It is, thus, necessary to dis-
pose of another model able to identify dynamic nonlinear
behaviour. Such a model exists in the framework of nonlin-
ear system theory and capitalises on estimated previous dis-
charges as state variable. This model is called recurrent be-
cause the estimated output is fed back as state variable. This
loop provides a dynamical behaviour to the model as the out-
put can evolve continuously even when faced with constant
exogenous input variables (in this study: the rainfalls). Gen-
erally the recurrent model was proved providing less accu-
rate results than the feedforward one (Johannet, 2010). This
study will be a good way of comparing performances of both
models achieved with feedforward and recurrent design.

Moreover, as has been performed in numerous modelling
approaches, the linear and nonlinear parts of the process can
be identified separately. We have, thus, chosen to combine
a linear model with a nonlinear one in order to allow the
nonlinear part to focus exclusively on nonlinear relations.
Indisputably, the ease with which such a separation can be
achieved in a unique formalism offers one of the great advan-
tages of neural networks. As this variant was proved useful
in Artigue et al. (2011), specifically for recurrent model, we
extended in the present work the assessment of such design
to the sixth possible following generic architectures:

– Fully linear (feedforward or recurrent).

– Fully nonlinear: multilayer perceptron (feedforward or
recurrent).

– Linear and nonlinear combined model (feedforward or
recurrent).

We proceed in this section in a synthetic comparison between
all these architectures and focus in a second stage (Sect. 3.4)
on the detailed presentation of the chosen architecture (k, l,
r, m, rnn, mlin , mnn are positive integers).

The fully linear perceptron consists of only one output lin-
ear model. It can be noticed that this model is equivalent to
a multiple linear regression model. The output can be ex-
pressed in the feedforward version as:

s (k + l) = gLIN (q (k) ,q (k − 1) , ...q (k − r) ,u(k) ,

u(k − 1) ...,u(k − m))

where s is the estimated discharge,k is the discrete time
(sampled each half hour)q is the measured discharge,u is
the vector of exogenous variables (rainfalls),r is the order of
the model,m is the width of the sliding window of rainfalls
information,l is the lead time of forecasts,gLIN is the linear
function implemented by a feedforward neural network.

In the recurrent linear model, one has (with the same no-
tations):

s (k + l) = gLIN (s (k + l − 1) ,s (k + l − 2) , ...s (k + l − r) ,

u(k) ,u(k − 1) ...,u(k − m))

In the standard feedforward multilayer perceptron (MLP),
one has (with the same notations):

s (k + l) = gNN (q (k) ,q (k − 1) , ...q (k − r) ,

u(k) ,u(k − 1) ...,u(k − m))

where gNN is the nonlinear function implemented by the
feedforward neural network.

In the recurrent multilayer perceptron (MLP) one has (with
the same notations):

s (k + l) = gNN (s (k + l − 1) ,s (k + l − 2) , ...s (k + l − r) ,

u(k) ,u(k − 1) ...,u(k − m))

In the feedforward linear and nonlinear combined model one
has (with the same notations):

s (k + 1) = gLIN (u(k) ,u(k − 1) ...,u(k − mlin))+

gNN (q (k) ,q (k − 1) , ...q (k − rnn) ,u(k) ,u(k − 1)

...,u(k − mnn))

where the length of the sliding rainfalls window of the linear
part is denotedmlin , the order of the nonlinear part is noted
rlin , the length of the sliding rainfalls window of the nonlin-
ear part is denotedmnn.
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Table 1.Mean performances of assessed models. Performances are synthesized as it will be shown in Sect. 3.5. Lag is the delay between the
maximum observed discharge and maximum forecast discharge.

Mean performances N Cp PPD SPPD Lag (0.5 h)

Pure linear, Average 0.87 0.55 99 % 82 % 1
feedforward Std. Dev. 0.11 0.11 5 % 12 % 0.55
Pure linear, Average 0.68 −2.87 56 % 54 % 0.81
recurrent Std. Dev. 0.12 6.57 5 % 5 % 1.17
Standard MLP, Average 0.90 0.62 86 % 81 % 0.44
feedforward Std. Dev. 0.11 0.20 15 % 13 % 0.51
Standard MLP, Average 0.67 −2.9 55 % 52 % 1.44
recurrent Std. Dev. 0.10 3.71 12 % 12 % 0.89
Combined, Average 0.93 0.74 90 % 86 % 0.81
feedforward Std. Dev. 0.05 0.14 6 % 8 % 0.8
Combined, Average 0.81 −1.25 72 % 70 % 0.38
recurrent Std. Dev. 0.14 3.6 7 % 8 % 0.81

In the recurrent linear and nonlinear combined model one
has (with the same notations):

s (k + l) = gLIN (u(k) ,u(k − 1) ...,u(k − mlin))+

gNN (s (k + l − 1) ,s (k + l − 2) , ...s (k + l − rnn) ,u(k) ,

u(k − 1) ...,u(k − mnn))

In order to compare performances of all models in a synthetic
way, Table 1 provides the mean performances of each model.
Criteria were calculated by simple average over 4 various
lead times and upon 4 intense events as it will be more ex-
plained in Sect. 3.4.2. Accurate architectures were adjusted
for each model as presented in depth in the following section.

First it can be observed that recurrent models are not as
efficient as their feedforward equivalent; this point is well
known. Equally, it appeared that considering Nash criteria or
persistency criteria, the combined model outperforms both
linear and MLP models. The apparent good success of the
linear model for the PPD and SPPD conceals a great over-
estimation of the flood peak. Regarding the lag time, it is
interesting to note that it was better in the combined model
for the recurrent version. This last point is very satisfying be-
cause it means that the combined neural model succeeds in
catching both the amplitude and the dynamics of the hydro-
logical process.

For these reasons, it is clear that the models implementing
combination of linear and nonlinear parts outperform other
ones. Such generic architecture is, thus, used in the following
sections.

3.4.2 Variable selection and optimisation

Taking into account bias-variance tradeoff:

Working with neural networks involves an accurate consider-
ation of model complexity. On the one hand, a very complex
model adjusts to the underlying function added to the noise
included in the data. This phenomenon is well known and la-
belled “overfitting”. In this particular case, the model is not

able to generalise to examples different from those used for
training. On the other hand, a very simple model lacks the
flexibility to adapt to the regression function (Dreyfus, 2005).
In both cases, the results obtained are not reliable.

This problem is called the “bias-variance dilemma” (Ge-
man et al., 1992). Bias decreases with greater complexity (the
model becomes increasingly precise in adapting to the train-
ing data), yet variance is increasing at the same time (the
model shows greater sensitivity to the training data details).
Since bias and variance are positive terms, their sum indi-
cates the minimum for a certain complexity that represents
the best tradeoff.

Let us consider the model complexity being represented
by the number of free parameters of the model. The vari-
able selection allows for less model complexity in order to
enhance the model’s generalisation abilities. Several meth-
ods yield a variable selection; these include knowledge-based
methods, applied when the phenomenon to be identified is
well known and statistics-based methods, employed when
the phenomenon is not clearly understood or when the vari-
ables available are not mutually independent.

In this study, for example, as follows, the response time
of a basin may be relevant information in defining the num-
ber of previous rainfall values necessary to produce a fore-
cast (previously termed as window’s width). This informa-
tion, which is simple and accurate, does not require a detailed
understanding of the targeted basin, but merely a statistical
analysis of the database; this analysis will be provided in fol-
lowing section.

Nevertheless, knowledge-based methods are necessary,
and as shown in the state of the art (Sect. 2.3.1) the infor-
mation of soil moisture is a necessary state variable, espe-
cially for the recurrent model, which does not dispose of this
information (contrarily to the feedforward model which dis-
poses of the discharge measurements, themselves influenced
par soil moisture). It appeared interesting to input this kind
of information to the model by the way of a sliding window
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Fig. 6. Feedforward model. Green elements are rain gauge input
variables or discharge in Mialet (notedq), blue element represents
hidden layer and red circle represent the linear output neuron. ACR
represents the average cumulative rainfall;pn refers to the rainfall
(instantaneous or cumulative) value andwi to the length of the re-
spective sliding window.l is the forecast lead time. The sliding win-
dow of previous estimated discharges isr: the order of the model.
The number of neurons on the hidden layer ish.

of the average cumulative rainfall defined as following:

ACR(k) =
1

n

k∑
kf=0

3∑
n=1

pn(kf)

Wherekf represents the time from the beginning of the event
to the actual discrete time of forecastingk, andn is the in-
dex of available rain gauges in the basin; in the present study
3 rain gauges are available.

The ACR(k) variable obeys to the same definition than the
ACR introduced in Sect. 3.1, nevertheless it was calculated
in a causal way during the event. The aim is to provide to
the model parsimonious information about the previous rain-
falls, over a long time horizon, without increasing tremen-
dously the number of variables, and consequently the com-
plexity. Therefore, as the average cumulative rainfall ACR(k)

includes the rainfall memory from the beginning of the event
it was applied to the networks, as did for others variables,
through a sliding window whose length must be appropri-
ately selected. It can be noticed that if ACR(k) does not help
the model to provide a better forecast it is removed from
the architecture by the variable selection process described
in next section.

Regarding the number of neurons, one can note that the
pure linear model containing only one neuron was shown

Fig. 7. Recurrent model. Green elements are rain gauge input vari-
ables, orange elements are recurrent input variables (noteds), blue
element represents hidden layer and red circle represent the linear
output neuron. ACR represents the average cumulative rainfall;pn

refers to the rainfall (instantaneous or cumulative) value andwi to
the length of the respective sliding window.l is the forecast lead
time. The sliding window of previous estimated discharges isr: the
order of the mode. The number of neurons on the hidden layer ish.

unable to adjust adequately to the underlying function: it is
too simple. For both recurrent and non-recurrent models, the
separation of the linear and nonlinear behaviours expressed
in the combined model helps to cleverly tune the level of
complexity of the nonlinear part of the model.

Following these thoughts, the proposed generic architec-
ture is presented in Fig. 6 for the feedforward mode and in
Fig. 7 for the recurrent network.

After an accurate tuning of the complexity of the models
(number of hidden neurons and widths of temporal windows)
hereafter presented, the comparison of the performance of
both feedforward and recurrent models will allow assessing
the degradation in operational forecast conditions when mea-
sured discharges are no longer available.

Complexity selection

The goal of complexity selection is to tune the number of
hidden neurons and variables, for the studied models, namely
the values of:h, w1, . . . ,w9, r.

Considering the corresponding hydrological response
times, the sliding time windows relative to rain gauge inputs
were proportioned. The notion, as demonstrated by Kong
A Siou et al. (2011), has been to estimate this characteris-
tic time statistically in using cross-correlation between rain-
fall and discharge on all database events. On the resultant
cross correlograms, the first maximum was interpreted as the
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Table 2. Values of statistically estimated response times (based on
cross-correlations), and indications on the range of sliding window
lengths investigated using cross-validation (1 stands for Mialet, 2
for Saint-Roman-de-Tousque, and 3 for Barre-des-Cévennes).

Rain gauge 1 2 3

Average response time steps (0.5 h) 4 6 9

Response time steps range (0.5 h) 2–7 5–9 8–11

response time. Only correlograms showing an interpretable
maximum have been retained. Among these results, we em-
ployed two techniques to select the events considered of high
enough magnitude to represent a hydrological response:

– events whose maximum intensity exceeds the median,

– events whose average cumulative rainfall exceeds the
median.

Use of these two selection methods also allows us to as-
sess the relevance of results, which lastly were nearly sim-
ilar for both methods. Cross correlograms were, therefore,
plotted for all rain gauges and all selected events. Since each
rainfall event does not always involve every rainfall gauge,
some rainfall recordings were poorly correlated with the ob-
served discharge. In such cases, no response time can be ex-
tracted from the correlogram; these configurations have been
removed from the statistical processing.

From these response time estimates, the sliding rainfall
window dimension was accurately adjusted for the three in-
vestigated rain gauges by means of cross-validation, as pro-
posed by Kong A Siou et al. (2011). Training was performed
using Levenberg-Marquardt second-order method in recog-
nition of its strong performance. Cross validation is used
jointly with early stopping.

It is important to recall that the model uses strictly no rain-
fall information after the instant of forecastingk. As well,
strictly no observed discharge is used after the instant of fore-
castingk.

Table 2 presents the values of the statistically estimated re-
sponse times as well as the range of sliding window lengths
examined using cross-validation. It is reassuring to note that
these response times are increasing when moving from the
closest to the furthest rain gauge from the outlet. Equally,
the same demarche was followed to select response times of
others architectures presented in Sect. 3.4.1. It appeared that
they were quasi-similar, thereby proving the robustness of
the method. In the same spirit, time window of ACR(k) is
adjusted using cross-validation inside the interval [0–7]. Se-
lected values are given in Table 3 (w4 for the feedforward
model andw8 for the recurrent one).

Once the variables have been selected, the optimisation
routine relative to the hidden layer and loop or previous
discharges (if the model is recurrent) is performed. This

Table 3. Optimal architecture selected using cross-validation for
various forecast lead times.

Model k + 1 k + 2 k + 3 k + 4
element (0.5 h) (0.5 h) (0.5 h) (0.5 h)

w1 (p1) 2 4 4 5
w2 (p2) 9 8 8 8
w3 (p3) 9 9 9 8
w4 (p4) 5 3 3 3
w5(p1) 6 4 5 4
w6 (p2) 7 7 6 7
w7 (p3) 10 10 10 9
w8 (p4) 1 1 1 1
h 3 2 2 2
r/w9 1 2 2 2

optimisation step can also be conducted by minimising the
cross-validation score obtained on each combination. The
optimisations performed have specifically targeted the ran-
dom initialisations of parameters; these outcomes indicate
that the model is fairly insensitive to initial parameters.

It is important to realise that the underlying function to im-
plement at specificl1 lead time is not the same that the one
operating at anotherl2 lead time because the future rainfalls
are not provided to the model. Considering that the neural
“black box” model is not forced to realise strictly the phys-
ical process of the watershed, it is, thus, asked to provide
implicit rainfall anticipation. In such a case, there is no way
for the model to be the same for each lead time. Therefore, it
is necessary to design as many models as requested lead time
discharge forecasting.

4 models were, thus, adjusted for each lead time (k + 1,
k + 2, k + 3, k + 4) and for both feedforward and recurrent
models. The number of recurrent inputs (the orderr) has
been tested from 1 to 5. The optimal architectures are pre-
sented in Table 3.

It can be noticed in Table 3 that except for thek+1 model,
the order best value was two, which suggests that the model
does not only need the sole previous value, but also its vari-
ation to perform better. This variation allows the model to
distinguish the rising of the peak and its decreasing.

3.4.3 Event selection for training, cross-validation,
early stopping and testing

The training dataset was straightforward to create: all
58 database events, with the exception of those selected for
testing and early stopping, were used. Thus, in all, 56 events
were available for the training step.

Cross-validation was performed on the 58 events in or-
der to select the early stopping event as proposed by Touk-
ourou et al. (2011). The best cross-validation score among
intense events (i.e., over 1 m3 s−1 km−2) matches the chosen
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Table 4. Discharge thresholds corresponding to the levels of vigi-
lance.

Level Discharge threshold

Green level < 105 m3 s−1

Yellow level > 105 m3 s−1

Orange level > 370 m3 s−1

Red level > 600 m3 s−1

early stopping event: this event occurred in January 1998 and
reached an intensity of 250 m3 s−1.

The cross-validation approach should be applied to the en-
tire training database. Nevertheless, due to the small number
of intense events and the desire to produce the best possi-
ble model for intense events, the use of cross-validation for
selecting the architecture can only proceed on a selection of
events, revealing useful characteristics for the purpose of this
study. Such a practice is called “partial cross-validation” by
Toukourou et al. (2011). Since we are focused here on flash
floods, those most intense events are also the most hazardous,
we have selected all of the intense events (specific discharge
exceeding 1 m3 s−1 km−2). Moreover, to allow the model to
respond quickly and precisely to a rainfall impulse, we have
retained the events displaying an “impulse shape”, meaning
those events whose discharge response can be clearly cor-
related with a rainfall impulse. Consequently, this level of
model specialisation, referred to as “partial cross-validation”,
was applied to 17 events.

The test event could be any in the series, but we opted
to test an extreme event, an average event, a minor event
and a complex event (i.e., double-peak) in order to generate
an overview of the developed model’s efficiency. The inter-
change of events between the test event and another dataset
implies inevitably new training and new parameter’s initiali-
sation selection.

Table 5 lists the characteristics of the selected events for
the test step. From a simple examination of these character-
istics, the system nonlinearity is quite noticeable: the rainfall-
discharge relationship does not depend merely on the ob-
served rainfall amount or hourly intensity.

3.5 Results

3.5.1 Feedforward model

The feedforward model displays excellent results on all four
events tested. Table 6 presents these specific results. These
results show that the feed-forward model is able to provide
sufficiently accurate forecasting for the vigicrues require-
ments relative tok + 1 to k + 4, i.e., for forecast lead times
of 30 min to 2 h. The Nash criterion values often lie close to
0.9 and decrease as the forecast lead time increases. For the
most intense event (September 2002, event no. 19), the fore-
casting becomes less accurate fork+4, though the predicted

level of vigilance remains accurate. The persistence index is,
generally speaking, showing that the model brings better in-
formation than a naive forecasting. On average, it is more
than 0.7 and rarely under 0.5.

From a temporal standpoint, in most cases examined
herein, lags indicate that the forecasting is slightly late, yet
the limited degradation of SPPD vs. PPD serves to mitigate
this concern.

While not all of the hydrographs will be presented herein,
Fig. 12a and b displays the predicted hydrographs for a
medium to strong event (no. 13) and the extreme event
(no. 19) for thek +3 forecast lead time (90 min). Let us note
the excellent quality of forecasting for this 90-min horizon,
even on an extreme event, which is higher than any event in
the training set.

The results are satisfactory, which often proves to be the
case with this configuration, where previous discharges are
inputted to the model. Moreover, positive persistence index
show that the model combines discharge and rainfall in order
to bring useful information.

In large lead times, it can be noticed that persistency in-
creases. This phenomenon does not mean that the forecasting
is better in an absolute way, but that it is easier to work better
than the naive forecast for large lead times. This observation
was highlighted in Kong A Siou et al. (2011).

3.5.2 Recurrent model

The recurrent model was run in a first step with real rainfall
data (as measured by the rain gauges without correction) and
in a second step with a 20-set range of modified rainfall data,
thus, yielding 20 discharge forecasting, in order to enhance
results. These results are presented in the current section.

Deterministic rainfall:

The recurrent model run with observed rainfall data produced
the results shown in Table 6. As expected, this model yields
poorer results than the feedforward model, which takes ad-
vantage of the measured discharges as state variables. As un-
derscored by the results presented in this section, discharge
information is quite important for the model; though the re-
current model is typically capable of providing reliable al-
ternative forecasting when discharge measurement problems
occur during floods (damaged devices, transmission prob-
lems, etc.). The persistence criteria are better for intense and
simple events and, as previously, for large lead times.

Generally speaking, roughly 70 % of the peak discharge is
accurately predicted, in many instances in terms of time as
well (to within 30 min). The level of underestimation ranges
from −41 % to−17 % relative to SPPD, with an average of
−30 % and a standard deviation of 8 %. Despite this under-
estimation, the relative constancy could allow forecasters to
adapt their decision during operational applications. For an
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Table 5.Main characteristics of the events selected for the test step (Qx : peak discharge,Qa: average discharge,P : average rainfall during
the event andIx : maximum observed hourly intensity).

No. Date Peaks Qx Qa P Ix

(m3 s−1) (m3 s−1) (mm) (mm h−1)

13 Sep 2000 1 454 70 230 40
19 Sep 2002 1 819 116 235 82
8 Nov 1996 2 269 47 222 26

302 Nov 2003 1 200 67 155 16

Table 6.Results obtained by the feedforward model (Vp: level of vigilance predicted by the model,Vo: level of vigilance required given the
observed discharge, Lag: delay between the maximum observed discharge and maximum forecast discharge).

Event l (0.5 h) R2 Cp PPD SPPD Vp Vo Lag (0.5 h)

13 1 0.99 0.73 98 % 94 % O O 1
13 2 0.98 0.92 96 % 95 % O O 1
13 3 0.97 0.96 96 % 88 % O O 1
13 4 0.95 0.95 95 % 94 % O O 1
19 1 0.93 0.42 86 % 71 % R R −1
19 2 0.94 0.65 89 % 89 % R R 0
19 3 0.94 0.7 94 % 94 % R R 0
19 4 0.78 0.67 87 % 82 % R R 1
8 1 0.97 0.64 99 % 99 % Y Y 0
8 2 0.94 0.75 90 % 85 % Y Y 1
8 3 0.91 0.67 88 % 79 % Y Y 1
8 4 0.88 0.70 83 % 77 % Y Y 1

302 1 0.97 0.65 91 % 88 % Y Y 2
302 2 0.95 0.8 87 % 82 % Y Y 1
302 3 0.93 0.84 83 % 82 % Y Y 2
302 4 0.89 0.79 81 % 76 % Y Y 1

Average 0.93 0.74 90 % 86 % – – 0.81
Std. Dev. 0.05 0.14 6 % 8 % – – 0.8

average event, the synchronization of peaks is better than that
obtained by use of the feedforward model.

Here once again, we will not present all of the hydrographs
produced, but limit our display to the following ones: event
no. 8 fork +1, no. 13 fork +2, no. 302 fork +3, and no. 19
(the most intense of the entire database) fork + 4 (Fig. 10).
The event 8 shows a good consideration of the hydrologi-
cal dynamics by the model. Particularly, it is worth noting
that the increase of discharge at the beginning of the peaks
is anticipated by the model. However, the second peak is
slightly underestimated. Even with a little underestimation,
the event 13 is well forecast in any case. Its standard shape
can be easily linked to the shape of the rainfall signal so that
the model, trained on intense and “impulse shaped” events,
responds well. The event 302 is the most underestimated, at
any instant of the event. Here again, the model reproduces
well the general dynamics of the event, but the lack of am-
plitude is important. Finally, the forecasting on event 19 is
of excellent quality especially when recognising that it is the
most intense event of the database (roughly two times greater

than the second most intense event) and when recalling that
this event, as a test event, was not used in either the training
or stopping sets. Such a result proves that neural networks,
if used with rigorous regularisation methods, can generalise
efficiently to extreme never encountered events.

Surprisingly (except for persistence), it can be observed
on few events that performances tend to stabilise, or some-
times slightly increase, when the lead time increases. In or-
der to confirm this observation over larger dataset, the cross-
correlation score is shown in Table 8 for the various lead
times. One can note that this score is slightly better fork+1,
invalidating thus the previous observation in a general way.
One can also note that the cross-validation score actually sta-
bilises fromk + 2 to k + 4 lead times. The last point would
suggest that the recurrent model would actually be able to
anticipate short term future rainfalls.

Ensemble forecasting:

In order to further enhance the results obtained, the un-
certainty in rainfall measurements has been considered by
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Fig. 8. (a)Predicted and observed hydrographs for thek+3 horizon on event no. 19 using the feedforward model;(b) predicted and observed
hydrographs fork + 3 horizon on event no. 13 with the feedforward model.

Fig. 9.Forecast and observed discharges for the four tested events with the recurrent model (the forecast lead times are indicated).

introducing a random component in the rainfall values. Fu-
ture rainfall data were no longer applied to the model.

The two main sources of uncertainty are: (i) the rain
gauge itself and its location; and (ii) the spatial variabil-
ity of both rainfall (especially relative to convective rain-
fall, which is the case within the Ćevennes range) and strong
winds. In this study, these uncertainties have been estimated
at around 20 %, which is consistent with the conclusions by
Marchandise (2007).

Consequently, a random modification of the rainfall was
performed: each test set value used was multiplied by a ran-
dom number between 0.8 and 1.2. This process was repeated
20 times, providing 20 different rainfall inputs for the model.
No bias was introduced due to the poor knowledge of the
rainfall field on the eastern part of the basin, combined with
the high rainfall heterogeneity.

In order to compare the results obtained using this model
with the deterministic forecasting from Sect. 4.5.2., and as
the most representative criterion for our purpose, SPPD was
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Table 7. Results output by the recurrent model (Vp: level of vigilance predicted by the model,Vo: vigilance required given the observed
discharge, Lag: delay between the maximum observed discharge and maximum predicted discharge).

Event l (0.5 h) R2 Cp PPD SPPD Vp Vo Lag (0.5 h)

13 1 0.94 0.07 84 % 81 % O O 1
13 2 0.95 0.65 83 % 79 % O O 1
13 3 0.93 0.82 79 % 79 % Y O 1
13 4 0.93 0.86 77 % 75 % Y O 1
19 1 0.85 −0.25 67 % 63 % O R −1
19 2 0.92 0.71 72 % 69 % O R −1
19 3 0.91 0.84 74 % 73 % R R −1
19 4 0.91 0.89 83 % 83 % R R 0
8 1 0.8 −4.52 70 % 70 % Y Y 0
8 2 0.78 −0.84 62 % 62 % Y Y 0
8 3 0.77 0.33 67 % 63 % Y Y 1
8 4 0.81 0.15 65 % 59 % Y Y 2

302 1 0.63 −13.3 64 % 64 % Y Y 0
302 2 0.64 −3.51 70 % 70 % Y Y 1
302 3 0.57 −2.31 72 % 72 % Y Y 0
302 4 0.57 −0.63 65 % 63 % Y Y 1

Average 0.81 −1.25 72 % 70 % – – 0.38
Std. Dev. 0.14 3.61 7 % 8 % – – 0.81

Fig. 10. Summary of results obtained from ensemble forecasting
compared with deterministic forecasting output.

chosen as the descriptive parameter. Figure 10 presents the
maximum, minimum and average SPPD values derived from
the ensemble forecasting, along with the SPPD values output
by deterministic rainfall forecasting.

Table 8.Evolution of the cross-validation score versus the forecast
lead-time.

Lead time 1 2 3 4

Cross validation score (0.10−6) 161 174 175 179

We have demonstrated herein that no improvement is
gained by this method. The average results of ensemble fore-
casting are, as a general rule, either nearly the same or worse
than the output of deterministic forecasting. The lag results,
which have not been presented herein, also turn out to be sim-
ilar. The maximum values can yield excellent results, yet in
real-time use this information proves irrelevant. As a matter
of fact, the question surrounding the choice of leading en-
semble remains unsolved for the forecaster. It is currently
recognised that when the average ensemble forecasting is
similar to the deterministic forecasting, then the contribution
of the ensemble forecasting becomes quite limited.

Nevertheless, this part of the study has sparked discussion
about the robustness of the recurrent model. Generally speak-
ing, events nos. 8 and 302 display a lower variability than the
others. We analysed this result through a diminished impact
of rainfall modification on lower intensities and cumulative
rainfalls. In the case of low-intensity events, the model shows
relative insensitivity to rainfall uncertainty. In the case of
higher-intensity events, the conclusion is rather ambiguous,
but with the exception of maximum and minimum values,
a low dispersion can be noticed. The model used, therefore,
shows limited sensitivity to noise in the test set input data.
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If no strict forecasting enhancement is obtained, then model
robustness is assessed and can be qualified as reasonable.

4 Discussions

The results obtained prove again the neural networks ability
to provide robust and efficient forecasting in complex nonlin-
ear natural systems. Here is targeted a small basin regularly
submitted to flash floods.

Previous work in the area was made by Toukourou et
al. (2009, 2011) on the Gardon d’Anduze basin (545 km2).
This basin is bigger than the Gardon de Mialet and not as
homogeneous as the Gardon de Mialet basin is, even if they
are nested. Consequently, the Gardon d’Anduze behaviour
is more complex with lots of sub-basins, high slopes differ-
ences, geological heterogeneity... Thus, the maximum fore-
cast lead time can be of the same order in both basins because
the Gardon d’Anduze may be more sensitive to rainfall loca-
tion, thereby reducing the average visibility. For these rea-
sons, it would probably be difficult to build an efficient re-
current model for Anduze.

We showed, in the present study, that for a simple basin, a
linear part combined to a nonlinear one in the model brings
a significant enhancing to a MLP feedforward model. This
behaviour may be linked to the basin behaviour. The trans-
formation of rainfall into discharge is more direct for rapid
basin: both signals (average rainfall and discharge) have the
same shape so that a linear relation can bring enhancement
to the modelling process, while the nonlinear part supports
complex relations.

Concerning the shorter lead timek+1, forecasts are some-
times worse on the intense events chosen compared to the
other events. One can explain this lower quality by the hydro-
logic behaviour of the basin and by the bias variance tradeoff.

In order to explain this, we should observe Dolciné et
al. (2001) work on the Gardon d’Anduze basin. They show
that, very short-term rainfall forecast is not necessary to pro-
vide accurate discharge forecasting. Even if in the present
work, no rainfall forecasting is used, the underlying phe-
nomenon is the same. In both cases, the last rainfall values
(forecast or observed) provided to the model are not use-
ful to explain the short-term estimated discharge. Indeed, the
rainfall recently observed (one or two step times before the
instant of forecasting) is not yet participating to the hydro-
logical response. In our study, this means that some recent
values are unnecessary for short forecast lead times while
they are still provided to the model. They increase complex-
ity by increasing the number of parameters; taking into ac-
count the bias-variance tradeoff, this may degrade the fore-
casts obtained.

A point is common amongst all of the studies about neu-
ral network hydrological modelling: a rigorous application
of regularisation methods is a reliable path to design a well-
working neural network model. Then, if data are available,

the use of previous measured discharges is recommended for
short-term forecasting; for longer terms forecasting it would
be useful to take profit of the recurrent model, which seems
to grasp the dynamics of the basin better.

Finally, ensemble predictions do not enhance the results
obtained by the recurrent model. The advantage is very clear:
the sensitivity of the model to rainfall uncertainty is low. On
the other hand, no improvement is obtained. In these condi-
tions, if a bias could have been defined (under or overestimat-
ing of the rain gauges), we could have been opening another
path of inquiry, in which forecasting could have been en-
hanced considering better the reliability of the rainfall mea-
surements.

5 Conclusions

The potential human and financial losses related to flash
floods have made their study and forecasting a very chal-
lenging concern. In this paper, we have evaluated six types
of models based on machine learning: the first category be-
longs to feedforward models using previous observed dis-
charge values, while the second represents recurrent models
using previous estimated discharge values. In each category,
linear, classical MLP and combined linear and MLP models
were assessed, each one type was set forth in four versions
corresponding to four forecast lead times. It appeared then
that combined models were superior to the others and pro-
vided very good forecasts up to the response time of the basin
without any assumption about future rainfalls. End users can
benefit from these results in order to decrease the uncertainty
inherent to flash flood forecasting.

A rigorous variable selection process (using basin re-
sponse times) and an accurate application of regularisation
methods (early stopping, cross-validation) have highlighted
the ability of neural networks to model nonlinear recurrent
systems such as rapid basins. Their parsimony is highly val-
ued in the context of flash flood forecasting, as characterised
by a poorly known hydrological context, missing data and
partial data unavailability during real-time use.

As exhibited in the literature, the feedforward model is
the more efficient. Applied to the Mialet Basin, it yields effi-
cient forecasting on any kind of event tested up to a 2-h hori-
zon. In the case of data transmission difficulties or discharge
gauge damage, the recurrent model outputs forecasting in a
degraded mode. Though efficiency is lower, still in most in-
stances 70 % of the peak discharge is predicted. In order to
raise this ratio value, ensemble forecasting that take into ac-
count the great uncertainty on rainfall inputs were developed.
Unfortunately, the average results of these forecasting were
nearly equal to those obtained using the simple input ver-
sion. The longer computation time these forecasting require
is not justified by the improvement in results. Nevertheless,
the low sensitivity of neural networks to the noise and in-
accuracy found in the test set has been demonstrated. This
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property constitutes another advantage of the neural network
approach.

It can be highlighted that such conclusions are generic and
can be applied to any other basin in which data would be
available for a sufficient number of events. Next, by taking
soil moisture into account using associated indices or previ-
ous long-term rainfall series, the model could be enhanced,
especially when considering the great seasonal variations in
initial conditions. Lastly, after enhancing these forecasting,
a generalisation of recurrent model forecasting to ungauged
basins remains the main purpose of our future research.
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